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CASUAL STYLE INSPIRES A WELCOMING GETAWAY
HOME IN VERO BEACH, FLORIDA.
Writer Todd Keith Photographer Michael Partenio Field editor Stacy Kunstel
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Good architecture always tells a good story. From a grand
front entry with stone-paved courtyard to symmetrical
chimneys and flanking palm trees, the tale of Mary Alice
and Joe Smith’s vacation home in Vero Beach, Florida,
begins with the word “welcome.” After a long journey
from their New York home or a short jaunt to the local
store, their new residence greets them with open arms.
And that was the intent. Cool, relaxing colors and
warm wood tones, all bound in a tropical setting, provide
the perfect escape during the cold Northeast winters.
Consequently, architect Harry G. Howle decided on a
comfortable architectural style that he likes to call casual
British Colonial cottage. It’s a departure from the more
stylized Georgian homes in the gated community—and
that’s how the owners, who worked closely on the design,
wanted it.
“The design of their residence has been well-received
here, and it has become a hallmark acting as a kind of
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catalyst in the development of subsequent homes in the
community,” Howle says.
Planter shutters, wide overhangs, and a wood shake
roof are some of the more distinctive structural elements
that inform the architectural vernacular. The H-shape plan
opens the central portion of the house to sweeping water
views beyond, connecting the external environment with
the air-conditioned living spaces—an important feature in
this near-tropical environment of south Florida.
Besides the 4,500 square feet of air-conditioned space,
“nearly a third more is devoted to outdoor living, which is
a very important lifestyle element here,” Howle says.
LINES OF SIGHT A trio of arched openings in the gallerylike front
entry hall, above left, provides clear views through the house.
NOTABLE NICHE In the living room, above right, recessed
shelving and cabinets, along with finely crafted millwork, illustrate
the level of the home’s custom detail.

LET IN THE VIEWS With vistas of the
covered patio and the pool beyond,
the living/dining room is a focal point
in the Smiths’ home. Beaded-board
wall treatments “give the whole house
a sophisticated cottage look,” interior
designer Rod Mickley says.

